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Blockchain Technology (BT) with so-called web3 is at an inflection point between new sub-theme hypes and 
world-wide industrialization over last three years thanks to large companies like MicroStrategy [1], Facebook 
[2] and several Venture-Capital formations [3] who are already fighting over market share and community 
growth. Our work represents insights from Literature-based Software Requirement (SR) elicitation for a specific 
Blockchain-based Application, which is creation, managing and control of digital Power of Attorney (POA). The 
context of POA is not only a financial driven use-case it is by far a heavy weight universal legal transaction. We 
use a morphological box and reduced PRIMS-P to synthesis a generic specification for further Blockchain-based 
Application development. Formulated SRs in POA context are reflected on our core actors which are Grantor 
and authorized, trusted, external Entities. Proposed characteristics for relationship and effects are visualized 
in a reference model originally used in digital platform ecosystems [4]. This design and modelling approach 
facilitated closing discussion of BT and its future eCommerce perspective.   
 

1. Introduction  

Blockchain Technology (BT) and its applications are since 
2016 more or less a hyped topic and described by sev-
eral peer-reviewed technical as well as theoretical re-
search contributions [5]. Financial applications are by far 
not the only solutions today, but they are according to 
Guo & Liang (2016) the ones with the greatest impact in 
terms of value streams and usage levels which makes BT 
interesting for sharing economy too, whereby the “inno-
vative distributed ledger technologies such as for exam-
ple the blockchain could support this with transparent 
recording and value exchange mechanisms among the 
involved actors” [7]. This quote is for our work the start-
ing point to investigate how BT needs to be specified and 
which Software Requirements (SR) are consequences 
out of the involved real-world actors.  

The chosen application scenario for value exchange is 
the topic of digital legacies, specifically digital services 
for the implementation and use of Powers of Attorney 
(POA). Digital value lays in the representation of various 
unilateral legal transactions and the scope of their actual 
release. Caruso (2018) points out that “modern unilat-
eral contracts can expand the range of private autonomy 
and enable agreements that will generate net welfare 
gains”. Generally, POA is within innovative firms already 
partly automated by so called Enterprise Legal Manage-
ment (ELM) Software where arrangements of contracts 
and accounts for example in the event of death can be 
processed. ELM is “just as Enterprise Resource Planning 
has overhauled the finance function, so too there is 
promise that a foundational and integrated system of 
record can improve in-house legal operations and work-
flows” [9]. But POA is particularly helpful for private rel-
atives, as important documents like living wills, bank 
statements and insurance documents are available and 
processed digitally. So, if the worst comes to the worst, 

the surviving dependents are relieved of stressful ad-
ministrative tasks. Besides those promises processes in 
this context are very sensitive, since “involving incapable, 
isolated, institutionalized persons in research tries to 
prevent possible, albeit unintentional, exploitation of 
them as members of a vulnerable population.” [10]. A 
machine or technical system can emotion-free transact 
this sensitive data, so that we anker BT with the de-
scribed application context and want to catalyze techno-
logical benefits in real-world use-cases.  

We follow the Research for Application-oriented contri-
butions to uncover veritable properties of BT. According 
to the “Blockchain Research Framework” from Spohrer 
and Risius (2017) our approach can be seen as crucial 
prove for multidisciplinary statements. Furthermore, 
their prospective paradigmatic research questions: 

 “How do blockchain platforms differ regarding features 
and designs?  

How can different blockchain systems complement each 
other to overcome individual constraints?  

What are the technological interdependencies between 
different blockchain features (e.g., levels of permission 
and consensus mechanisms)?  

How can the technical strengths of multiple public?”  

are guiding our here proposed systematic literature re-
view and conceptual design-oriented methodology in to-
tality. After the introduction, this paper is explaining two 
core elements: 1) Smart Contract (SC) which is program 
code stored, processed, and used over BT – in other 
words SCs are acting as automated logic for the transac-
tions on data; 2) Characteristics of BT under the context 
of POA – including a generic mapping of possible seman-
tic objects. Followed by a detailed description of our ap-
plied Methodology and convicted Findings completed at 



a discussion of our proposed SR. Those SR are elicited 
from explained source items and align with the goal to 
enhance the digital handling of POA, especially for Gran-
tors, which are manifestation of our user-centric view. 

2. Background and Foundations 

The mystical emergence of Bitcoin has seen light over 
the recent years, so that the development steps and pre-
conditions as well as the circumstances around Satoshi 
Nakamoto are more and more acknowledged [12]. Also, 
the Limitations in Bitcoin were addressed by a group led 
by avowed Viatlik Buterin [13] and resulted in founding 
the Ethereum Blockchain. The first practical applications 
have been implemented on the Ethereum Blockchain, 
starting in 2016, with the “Ethereum Request for Com-
ments” (ERC) 20 and the standardized SC structure in-
cluding the functionality to implement so-called Initial 
Coin Offerings, which allowed to access a global capital 
market direct in the creation step [14]. The combination 
of a distributed programmable logic on a ledger with the 
omnipresent need of market fit in an open innovative 
environment and the wide unregulated experimental 
setup have created application areas beyond cryptocur-
rencies. Academic literature defined features of distrib-
uted ledger technology are trust-free, transparent, and 
highly secure nature by decentralization [15]–[17]. 

Today, two applications are significantly present in the 
Ethereum eco-system. Firstly, the so-called Non-Fungi-
ble Tokens based on ERC 721, which are used to map 
ownership of digital or digitized values and goods, cur-
rently mainly for digital art and collectibles, as well as the 
entire complex of topics of so-called Decentralized Fi-
nance, which deals with the exchange and trade of de-
centralized values in the form of e.g., security or utility 
tokens [18]. SC-based decentralized exchanges such as: 
MDEX or Uniswap recorded a tremendous growth in 
sales in the process. Currently, the top 10 decentralized 
exchanges on Ethereum are turning over values of ap-
proximately $3 billion daily [19]. The examples of ERC 20 
and ERC 721 token shows that Blockchain-based SC 
works and have entered a mainstream in regards of 
eCommerce, so that already new disruptive markets 
with enormous growth potential are realized [20].  

In addition to these pioneering standardizations, new 
topics and industries are constantly being investigated 
regarding the use of BT by a crowd as audience and pilot 
applications aiming for new use-cases in being under dy-
namical development [21]. In supply chain management 
(proof of origin, tracking) and, most recently, in digital 
identities based on the principle of self-governance (self-
sovereign identity) are particularly worth mentioning. Fi-
nally, we want to highlight that at Mittweida University of 
Applied Sciences other prototypes in use of BC are being 
investigated, such as: decentralized electronic voting, 
SC-automated insurance cases as well as authorization 
and signing of digital exam certificates. Following the ar-
chetype taxonomy from Weking et al. (2020) we have re-
search steps in any application fields and this paper can 

be seen as practitioner contribution within Blockchain-
based supply chains for data traceability, verification, re-
duction of redundancy on physical assets as a user-cen-
tric shared database for all members of the whole value 
chain. Involved actors in the value chain of POA are de-
fined as the following: a) authorized Entity (in German 
“Bevollmächtigte”): has the right given by the Grantor to 
carry out a specified power for something in the real-
world. This something can be a need of various actions 
or even state confirmations covered by a scope and un-
derlying initial goal of the Grantor. Legal difficulty for in-
terpretation of giving meaning to normative standards 
for SC is already addressed and noted [23]. To solve this 
interpretation, issue the authorized Entity must interact 
with an external Entity to achieve the execution of a spe-
cific point from a POA record. b) external Entity (in Ger-
man “externe Dritte”): person or institution which vali-
dates the execution of the given POA scope and notifies 
all participants of a state change (e.g. "done"). c) The 
Grantor (in German “Vollmachtgeber”): person that cre-
ates and initially defines from himself goals for the POA. 
d) The Power of Attorney (in German “Vollmacht”): POA 
is a document or record that authorizes the holder to 
carry out specified power given by the Grantor. Holder 
in respect to digital objects means a state which is linked 
to one identified actor. e) trusted Entity (in German 
“Treuhänder”): person or institution which observes a 
POA dataset and knows about its validity by ensuring le-
gal custody of a POA record. The single POA record itself 
is manifested by at least containing a signatory signature 
[24]. The core actor is the Grantor who need to have an 
initial goal and could name all involved actors or at least 
the trusted Entity to avoid fraud. Conflicts are disputed 
via Governance transactions as Trust building ankers 
within the BT system itself and reach a central design as-
pect as it is empirical suggested by Lewis et al. (2021).  

For mapping the domain of POA with BC we defined 
characteristics in a morphological box, which is a creativ-
ity method for the systematic analysis of complex pro-
cesses. According to [26] morphological analysis “is best 
suited for problems/systems of interest which cannot be 
adequately expressed using quantitative models and 
thus methods and software for mathematical optimiza-
tion or simulation are nonapplicable (e.g. objective func-
tion and mathematical programming)”. The domain un-
der consideration of BT is broken down in a structured 
way to identify system components for which possible 
variants as Levels are defined (see Table 1).  

The following tasks were conducted: 1) definition of 
characteristics (or attributes in case of physical objects) 
of existing components which have independence of 
each other, then 2) listing all cross-brainstormed expres-
sions of respective characteristics to create a matrix in 
which every combination of theoretically possible values 
is aligned and 3) selected expression of the characteris-
tics are chosen in each row, resulting in a minimized 
combination by intuitively consideration of holistically as 
solutions at a specific time. To get a systematic this  



selection process was carried out several times and  
4) new rows were iterated overall in four brainstorm ses-
sions.  

 

Characteristic Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 Level 5 

Blockchain ecosystem 
[new - old] 

Solana  IOTA  Hyperledger Ethereum Bitcoin 

Blockchain privacy  
[low - high] 

public cloaked  
transactions 

semi- 
permissioned 

permissioned  

Blockchain dynamics 
[beneficial - mandatory]  

popularity lifetime Quality of  
Service 

  

Jurisdiction  
[wide - narrow] 

global EU Germany   

POA components  
[exact - fuzzy] 

record document metadata interfaces participants 

POA participants  
[sovereign - contractual] 

Grantor trusted  
Entity 

authorized  
Entity 

external  
Entity 

 

POA events  
[immediate – undefined] 

create validate execute unknown  

record storage  
[physical - unbound] 

analog digital local network  
storage 

cloud storage distributed  
storage 

record management  
[direct - undefined] 

local offline online distributed gapped 

record interaction  
[physical - unbound] 

paper in person remote automated machine 

Table 1: Morphological box to evaluate and classify selected source items during Screening phase. 
 

The Level is a description of the variants for determined 
characteristic features. The benefit for our work by ap-
plying this creativity method was to limit the amount of 
source items of the SLR and leave focus for the synthesis 
of the SR specification. Relationship of uncertainty, vul-
nerability and trust are seen in the context of business 
processes [27]. Furthermore Müller et al. (2020) men-
tioned importance of reputation systems with Claims 
are defined as part of our core value-creation mecha-
nism within eCommerce perspective.  

3. Research Methodology 

Fundamental starting point for our findings is a System-
atic Literature Review (SLR) under applying the PRIMS-P 
flow. Terminology and scoping elements of PRIMS-P are 
not described in detail, since the content is repetitive to 
our paper structure and this work is not aimed to be fully 
compliant with PRISMA-P. No drawback is expected 
since our work is not intended to be health research [28], 
[29]. Between Mid of January to End of May 2022, data 
collection and a three staged analysis were completed 
(see Figure 1). To align the study and research direction, 
selected keywords were chosen the following "Block-
chain" AND/OR "Power of Attorney". Search for data was 
done via google.scholar.com, aisel.aisnet.org, 
link.springer.com and ieeexplore.ieee.org. Data by iden-
tification of other online sources like blog, media, mar-
keting posts are included as well. A manual for-
ward/backward search based on identified source items 
was added [30]. Because BT in combination with POA is 
a completely new subject within Information Systems, 

only strong healthcare related items were strictly ex-
cluded to focus on the use of POA not the circumstances 
under those are triggered. For avoiding within-study bias 
[31] two persons from different backgrounds had to do 
the coding followed up by bi-weekly alignment meetings. 
We want to point out that the finding of a SR specifica-
tion  is the synthesized output of the SLR, which is adopt-
ing within the software engineering domain more and 
more [32].  

3.1. Rationale and Objectives  

Central object for rationale and derived objectives is the 
investigation of POA itself. Legally binding POA are infor-
mal in Germany, but they must fulfil certain require-
ments to be valid for a specific unilateral legal transac-
tion. The already existing legal characteristics of POA are 
precisely defined and thus documented in the form of 
laws [33]. Classic POA in this sense are often notarized 
or certified, thus ensuring the integrity and validity of a 
POA. What is not clear, however, are the procedures and 
the application of these properties to a POA that is cre-
ated, validated, and executed in a digital form only.  

The legal and, in this context, technical BT interactions 
between the Entities involved are insufficiently explored. 
Since in ELM systems digital workflows and electronic 
documents are kind of used our research is trying to stay 
agile according to points of evidence-based decision 
making [34] – immutable and transparent BT can cata-
lyze this due to its core functionality. Also the particular 
importance is the safeguarding of the interests of the 
participants in a POA [8], where in-built privacy from 
newer BT can strengthen the objective of POA. Based on 



the legal properties of a POA, it can be assumed that it 
represents a series of conditional events (specified in the 
scope) that are triggered, validated and executed by dif-
ferent real-world Entities.  

In conclusion the applied Jurisdiction defines the bound-
ary conditions for the POA object itself and the SR frame 
must align with it. Transactions in relation to POA can be 
defined as legal services for challenging digital transfor-
mation of all spheres of life [35]. 

For BT as an object, we draw rationale mainly out of the 
funding source, because especially private funding-
sources maybe profit-orientated for their own products 
[14], in that case, a source item is less legible.  

Even if DAO and Community-oriented value streams 
were visible our objectives are on technical design and 
how software as a tool is used and finally realized. Busi-

ness perspectives or consequences for technological de-
cisions are subordinated. Argumentation is that we fo-
cus on goals and refinement process [36].  

3.2. Eligibility Criteria and Evidence Collection  

The Parameter during Identification and Screening steps 
are the following: Age of the source 2012 and above, 
Keywords evaluated with use of morphologic box Levels 
(see Table 1), type of source (academic paper/media 
post). We tried to stay in a general approach over spe-
cialized drilling. Meaning if there is a concept presented 
in a source item which works in more general context, 
that source will be preferred over specialized concepts. 
This was important so that specialized approaches do 
not influence the later implementation and avoid a foam 
of bias. The number of citations on source items just in-
dicated relevant sources but did not make them stand-
out for us.  

 

 

  
Figure 1: Three phase analysis of our SLR to synthesis SR for the Blockchain-based POA [37].  
 

4. Results and Discussion 

Our profound Findings are represented with the use of 
a SR specification template based on IEEE 830, 
ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:{2011,2017} in combination with a 
goal-oriented requirements engineering [38] to build the 
best structure of fulfilling a widely usable specification 
within BT and the domain of POA. The underlying pro-
cess model for the requirements engineering is adopted 
from [39] and starts with the application domain where 
system artifacts and source material represent the do-
main analysis – in our work completely gathered from 

the SLR. Developed prototypes and models were finally 
refined to the SR specification (see Figure 2).  

Requirements itself are seen as a relation between form 
and context inside a system independent from the type 
of use like decision-support or knowledge systems are 
representing [40]. This independency from the type of 
use is in our view positive since also activities associated 
with requirements engineering vary widely depending 
on established practices of public as well as private or-
ganizations. These are sometimes presented as chrono-
logical phases considerable intertwining of real-world 
practical activities [41].   



4.1. Synthesis of Requirements  

Scope for handling digital POA were to allow users: A) 
Creation, validation and management of POA datasets 
consisting of POA records and its metadata; B) Write in-
tegrity information of POA datasets anchored per BT; C) 
user management with role-based privileges; D) interac-
tions with POA records can be backtracked. Based on 
scope A-D we aligned the system goals and defined raw 
technical requirements to map those to building blocks 
in the reference model (see Figure 2). In addition to Hein 
et al. (2020) proposed value-co creation and the bound-
ary resources of well- and ill-structured characteristic – 
we modified and added from the core value-creation 
mechanism outwards BT as catalyzer for more general 
representation of eCommerce platforms, were Con-
sumer stays, but context is given by POA objects and Ju-
risdiction is the main inward directed effect for Bounda-
ries.  

As in between overview we want to establish a service 
architecture with persistence, storage, blockchain and 
notification layer all combined in a gateway on top of a 
central web user interface [42]. On this interface three 
pages (application root, stakeholder view of existing rec-
ords and specific validated datasets) are defined as SR. 
A more detailed list of our defined SR is given under 
https://aizr1.github.io/spoa/ whereby the actual definition 
can vary according to the use-case. Example is the rela-
tion of a technical backend structure to end-devices for 
signing on the distributed ledger and a necessary 
onboarding procedures with focus on identification [43]     

4.2. Product Overview Perspective,  
Functions and Constraints  

The value stream is the interaction of POA with BT going 
through value-creating mechanism triggered by Innova-
tion which comes from the Consumers itself since each 
POA scope and reasoning comes from Grantors itself. 
This loop-in-loop relation is a core functional SR like user 
management with account and resource assignment, 
storage management with record access and validation 
management with integrity mapping for POA datasets. 
Outcome is the major goal 1) to secure the Grantor's in-
terests of a POA by enabling Entities to validate its integ-
rity, contents and history of interaction fully digitally. 2) 
enforced default that Entities use disclosed context and 
avoid green-washing policies [44]. 

In detail, a user can create or interact with a POA dataset 
and enter metadata (e.g., names of participants, execu-
tion, or termination dates). This dataset will be crypto-
graphically signed and stored securely in a versioned ob-
ject storage. The system will take the cryptographic data 
and store it on BT using on-chain transactions. A trusted 
or external Entity is now enabled to validate the POAs 
integrity, contents, and history of interaction digitally. 
This brings us to goal 2) where processes that require 
POA need to be more secure, by providing a purpose-
built system using the auditing capabilities and tamper-
proof properties like BT but realized in an Event-driven 

architecture since the system achieves to handle various 
heterogenies legal content, such as POA record infor-
mation with private user data, local data or other con-
tent which falls under privacy protection laws. 

Another feature or required constraints is the integrable 
of an existing cloud environment to maximize scalability 
of the whole system [45]. If a feature requires non-stand-
ard protocols or software, it might constrain the overall 
system and should be excluded.     

4.3. User Characteristics, Assumptions  
and Dependencies  

Central objects are POA datasets, which are digital rep-
resentation of documents or records that authorizes the 
holder to carry out a specified power given by the Gran-
tor. The digital representation is allowing and enforcing 
“smart regulation by conditions to nudge individuals” 
[46] so that object-based value-creating mechanism is 
depending on a user-centric view. Integrity of infor-
mation about the power and scope are cryptographically 
verifiable data of POA record, which is created automat-
ically to every active dataset. A dataset in short is a col-
lection of POA records, metadata, and additional infor-
mation. According to Hegadekatti (2017) main task is a 
Proof for the existence of documents. We tackle this by 
POA records which can be linked to any file (e.g. PDF, 
Video, Audio), containing the actual POA legacy as cre-
ated and initial scoped by the Grantor. Such a record has 
defined and maybe changing participants by a SC with-
out negotiation [48]. A user is a representation of a real-
world person and can assume various roles based on 
the type of interaction with a POA record. Assumption in 
the synthesis is the dependency of specific BT imple-
mentations since very different maturity degrees and 
characteristics were noticed. Furthermore, the many dif-
ferent BT on the market show lack of evidence-based re-
alization of use-cases. Most fitting source items use SC 
in production usage. 

4.4. Quality of Service  

The Quality of Service (QoS) refers to the quality of a 
communication service from the user point of view. 
Since our users are the Consumer itself we set security 
general as goal 3) and resulting SR that central parts of 
the system will be written in Rust, which was developed 
to eliminate classes of critical bugs, while being perfor-
mant [49]. For traffic definition any connection between 
services must be encrypted, regardless of the underlying 
network architecture as well as a reverse-proxy which 
should take care of SSL Termination instead of the 
backend itself. For storage in general any data stored or 
buffered must be encrypted. Regarding authentication 
no personal identifiable information is stored on any 
browser persistence [50], [51].  

For reliability, the SR of automated testing in critical part 
and shall ensure basic functionality as well as integration 
of coded services added by manual testing of all user ac-
tions shall ensure correct end-functionality. Specifically 

https://aizr1.github.io/spoa/


SC have a need by inter-SC communication operation 
that can pave the way for several coding irregularities 
like reentrancy, denial of service, mishandled exception 
[52]. Additional we see auditing of the system design, 

which aims to trace every interaction of POA datasets. 
Audit logs shall be written to a tamper-proof, historically 
verifiable system (e.g. again Event-based architecture or 
BT).  

 
Figure 2: Visualization of our proposed SR specification with core element adapted by Hein et al. [53]. 

This means our resulting design is not excluding a com-
bination of two or more Blockchain solutions, which can 
be declared as a strength [11]. Paik et al. (2019) analysis 
shows a “unique design of the ledger structure, network, 
consensus protocol and cryptographic mechanisms it 
uses”, so that single Blockchain solutions definitely have 
benefits against their competitors and a combination of 
those is a win-win for eCommerce position.  System as 
well as user configuration is externalized in files to en-
sure full modularity. For the user aka Consumer we pro-
pose goal 4) by end-device flexibility and inbuild authen-
tication over SC. These are confirmed suggestions in 
practical studies [14], [55].  

5. Conclusion and Outlook 

In summary our work presents a design and model for 
software engineering domain in building Blockchain-
based Application on the context of digital POA. The de-
sign and model are a SR specification which uses a SLR 
and morphological box to synthesis a structure of rela-
tions by Process- and System-view. The generosity of our 
SR specification was one modeling aspect so that our ap-
proach can be adjusted for other use-cases. This is im-
portant since SC security shows domain specific invoking 
methods [52]. SC Security stretches over the whole BT 
system since SC have vulnerabilities in the process of de-
velopment, deployment as well as interaction [56].  

Affordance represents a high market need like an indus-
try must-have versus Generativity a market portability as 
easy to use system to work with from Consumer view. 
On the contrary Centrality stands for the degree of de-
centralization versus Autonomy as gauge for self-sover-
eign POA from Jurisdiction view. Characteristics of Build-
ing Blocks are unordered triad for the goals and devel-
opment stage independent orientation of agile sprint 
planning. Future research could be done in building a 
framework to define SR dynamically within the triad. 

5.1. Limitations  

Our current work and research project future are ori-
ented mainly for German Jurisdiction so that some 
thoughts might not fit to other more restriction-less re-
gions and we lose the benefit of “develop suitable legal 
frameworks to cope with the upsurge and hefty volume 
of online transactions” [57]. Still, if we look at the elec-
tronic transactions it can be noted that we are very close 
to the eIDAS regulations [58] and a shift for our SR spec-
ification to European Jurisdiction is very well possible. 
For more comprehensive formulation of SR our work 
can be extended by other research methods like semi-
structured interviews to e.g. reveal more details of ac-
counting practice [59]. Also, the SLR is not trying to pro-
pose new research questions neither an unknown gap, 
but it is at least in our understanding a practical tool to 
define a specification systematic by use-case depending 



on SR. As soon as the research community has more in-
crements of technical Blockchain-based Applications 
further understanding of the “trade-off between system 
usability and values” can be investigated [60]. Our work 
is in this view tightened to more practical research than 
theory. 
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